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Objectives and expectations

Being a student in a field of Microcomputer Electronics, my knowledge related to computer 
science (numerical simulations, networks, web programming, supercomputers etc.) was rather 
basic and mostly on theoretical level. Since I am always keen to learn more and upgrade my 
knowledge in different areas, I applied for a short term DAAD scholarship, within the a 
SimLab program, at Technical University of Munich - Faculty of Informatics, during period 
01.08. - 30.09., under guidance of Prof.Dr. Hans-Joachim Bungartz, considering it as a 
certainly good chance for me to deepen my knowledge in this field. 

Problem

In a big picture, my work was a part of the project related to grid - integration of grid 
metascheduling support into GridSFEA (Grid-based Simulation Framework for Engineering 
Applications). 

GridSFEA's purpose is to provide support to engineering applications - a seamless access to 
the different supercomputers or data storage resources available in Grid. Job 
submission/monitoring available in GridSFEA at the moment uses directly the GT4 GRAM
(Grid Resource Allocation and Management) component for job scheduling and the major 
drawback of this approach is the lack of flexibility shown by GRAM. The topic of project that 
I was part of is providing support in GridSFEA for Grid metascheduling, which will allow 
GridSFEA to interoperate with more than one grid middleware and to employ state-of-the-art 
techniques for scheduling jobs.

As I mentioned, I had no previous knowledge about grid, nor a big programming experience 
(at least not in Java, which was required), so I had to start from very basic things and to get 
familiar with the theoretical fundaments.

There were a lot of problems along the way, most of them caused by insufficiently 
documented software and lack of experience in working with it, but with a big help of 
Dipl.Ing. Ioan Lucian Muntean I managed to install and nest everything needed, and to build a 
foundation for metascheduler installation (CSF) – installed OGCE framework with Apache 
Tomcat application server, with GridSphere portal and Grid portlets deployed in it. 

There is more to do before using metascheduler in practice, but at least we are on good way to 
get there.



Evaluation

Two months that I have spent in Munich were a great experience for me, on every level. From 
the scientific aspect, taking the challenge of working in new area, dealing with a multitude of 
technologies used for solving one problem, participating in new and advanced working 
surrounding was pretty interesting and refreshing. I believe that gaining experience in new 
field, no meter if it is far from the mainstream of my studies, can only be an advantage in my 
future career.
Of course, it would all be impossible without support of my hosts at prof.Bungartz chair, who 
provided me great working environment during my stay and made me feel welcome and to 
whom I express my gratitude.

Besides this, I improved my knowledge of German language, travelled all around Bavaria,
tried so many new things and also got the chance to make contacts with new interesting
people and to learn a lot of new things about Germany - about it's ritch culture, tradition, 
history and life in this country in general. It took me very little time to accommodate and to 
really enjoy my staying here.

SimLab program has my sincere recommendation for all students who have interest in offered
fields of research, because it’s possible to benefit in many ways.

Nataša Simanić
Munich, September, 2007.


